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BEMINE

• Beyond MALPE-coordination – Integrative Envisioning
• A consortium led by prof. Raine Mäntysalo / Aalto University

• Focus on the transformational dynamics of Finnish city regions 

• Tampere University Governance Team
• Research group led by prof. Jarmo Vakkuri / TAU Faculty of 

Management and Business

• Complexities of sustainable urban development

• Socio-material basis of urban and regional planning

• My own interests and activities
• Entanglements of sustainability in planning: when governance 

and artefacts meet (e.g. while developing smart cities)



This presentation…

… starts with a few concepts

light rail renaissance 

transit-oriented development

light rail scape

… continues with the Tampere LRT process, and its 
historical roots

… discusses its regional extensions and manifestations

… signs off with messages to city-regional integration 
of land-use, housing and transit planning with service 
and business development



• Since the mid-1980s, light rail transit (LRT) systems have 
emerged as global urban development instruments

• Tools to revitalize central business districts, attract 
investments, revitalize urban life, enhance employment 
and combatting urban sprawl
• varied success

• In urban planning the role given to light metros and other 
rail systems has been significantly more complex than 
just moving people from place to place

The Light Rail Transit renaissance



LRT systems: the global context

• Typically favored in economically successful post-industrial 
cities with 300 000+ population
• Transit corridors turned into (property) development corridors

• Urban investment to combat sprawl instead of causing it

• Infill of existing neighborhoods with new LRT service

• Developing new urban places served by LRT lines

• Question of investment price tag: different interpretations 
• What is the nature and character of a LRT?



Light Rail Scape

• Landscape of light rail mobility

• Where ”LRT hardware” (rolling stock, transfer terminals,…) meets
”LRT software” (decisions to construct a LRT, planning procedures, …)

• Enactment of the interplay where the global trend of favoring LRT 
systems meets the local circumstances

• How political visions supporting planning paradigms such as the TOD and 
decisions to invest are incorporated into a material, locally tangible object

• How the LRT is wished to be used in the urban space

• A question of national politics (incl. industrial policy), local transit histories, 
geographical constraints, urban structure, culture of sharing spaces



Light Rail Scapes imagined, planned and 
constructed, Tampere and NYC



TOD and Light Rail

• Transit-oriented development is…

• One of the internationally most influential contemporary urban 
planning ideals – credits to the LRT renaissance

• A comprehensive attempt to use land use planning in support of 
rail or other low-emission of emission free transit

• Often integrated with the attempt of producing affordable housing 
in transit corridors as an aspect of promoting social equity with LRT

• Important: consistency between TOD and other local 
development goals

• A MALPE-structure studied in the BEMINE community



Light Rail is not a One-trick Pony

• It is not the most cost-efficient way of moving masses

• It is not the best way to reduce automobile use

• It is not the ultimate tool to cut city’s emissions

• It should be not framed as a “special solution” of any sort, 
…

Because it is a many splendid things!



But variety easily brings on a problem

• A need to search new heuristics of framing 
or understanding the disruption in the usual 
pace of transformations in Tampere

• LRT in the City Hall: the Mayor’s study 
circles
• Construction time business impacts a wake-up 

call
• Entrepreneurial community and future land-use 

planning

• Learning to talk about the LRT: 
a changing vocabulary and system 
of references in public talk

Get the details from: 
Ilari Karppi & Jarmo Vakkuri, 2019.
Becoming Smart? Pursuit of sustainability in urban 
policy design. Forthcoming in Public Management Review



Not from scratch – but far from it
Tampere LRT transit story: nuts & bolts compressed

• Nov. 2016: Tampere City Council decided to build the LRT
• Estimated budget 300 m€ with state subsidy of 30 % for a regional

transit system [i.e. subsequent steps programmed in]

• Construction of first two phases between 2017 and 2024

• Line length 23 km, 34+1 stops, speed: mean 22; max 70 km/h

• An extended process brought to the current phase
• First initiative to build a tram as a backbone of the Tampere transit 

system made already in 1907

• Renewed a few years later, held back by the WW I

• Back to the agenda in the 1920’s



http://www.tampereensuomalainenklubi.fi/Portals/klubi/images/kerhot/ruutiukot/3%20Reittiehdotus%20Tammentorilta%20sillisen%20Pirkkalan%20rajalle.%20(800x408).jpg



1920’s: 
the main bridge over the 
Tammerkoski Rapids 
planned  and built, wide 
enough for both tram 
tracks and car lanes 

The new Hämeensilta bridge, November 1933
www.uta.fi/koskivoimaa/kaupunki/1918-40/silta.htm

Source: Tampere Museums’ photo archives 



http://suomenmuseotonline.fi/fi/kohde/
Mobilia/pv00bxlb?itemIndex=6924

Hämeensilta
Bridge
Early 1950s

Note the trolley buses, 
then brand new, that
brought the ”first
Tampere tram debate” 
to its end in 1948.

Image: Valokuvaamo Staf

But a much more
fascinating detail
here is…
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Spring 2018
Hämeensilta Bridge 
dismantled and re-built to 
bear the weight of the new
regional LRT rolling stock, 
most of which will cross it 
every few minutes.

https://www.aamulehti.fi/a/47d4a524-07e9-4c1b-8a15-40f1705bc6a0

Sorry, this one is in Finnish, Aamulehti, 3.5.2019



Tampere master plan (YKA): 
strategic growth zone

 Targeted area for app. 70 % of 
all population growth Target area of the Structural 

Plan 2040 of Tampere City 
Region (RASU)

 11 % of total land area of the
city region ~ 95 % of all growth & 
development

LRT

Light Rail as an urban and regional
land-use backbone

CREDITS: 
Iina Sankala / TAU / BEMINE



A Better City or Business as Usual?

• How to use LRT as a tool for changing the grammar, syntax, 
vocabulary and rhythm of urban development

• Light rail scape design in action – or inaction?
• Do we really know what to integrate it with – and how – to get the 
most of it?

• To what extent LRT can make a difference, and to what extent 
not – how does it work…
• a) within one city, its amenities, destinations and territory
• b) in the city region and its structural elements



Not just a rail-based mixed-use urban region
… but also a field of solutions

promoting its usability

http://www.citybikefinland.fi/

http://www.tut.fi

https://forumvirium.fi

https://www.dreamstime.com



Radial or Circular transit corridors?

Radial corridors support 
successful transit systems

But…



Radial or Circular transit corridors?

Situation in many 
city regions is more like this:

More on the topic in Finnish: 
Ilari Karppi & Kaisu Kuusela 2018, 
Rajaton seutu: kaupunkiseutu 
elinkeinoalueiden yhteistä hyvää 
etsimässä. Yhdyskuntasuunnittelu
56:3, 52-56.



Governance challenges: LRT region



Governance challenges: local railway region



Governance challenges: layered rail region(s)



Rails: a need for boundary work
• New breaches and layers challenge the city 
region’s municipalities to domesticate the new 
artefact into their shared planning apparatus

• VR as a the operator running both the Tampere 
LRT and a local commuter train experiment
• VR an absolute beginner in LRT operations and 

commuter trains outside the Helsinki metropolitan 
area

• The region’s municipalities learners as well
• A regional transit board exists but only the City of 

Tampere has an extensive track-record of running a 
transit planning function within local government

More on boundary work, boundary objects and sustainability in urban policymaking: 
Ilari Karppi & Jarmo Vakkuri 2019: Organising complexity: Creating boundary objects for sustainable urban development.
In: Leading Change in a  Complex World: Transdisciplinary Perspectives. Tampere University Press.http://tampub.uta.fi/handle/10024/105096



• While we seek to work with the ideas of TOD and 
sustainable urbanism, we are customarily convinced 
of the virtues of density and mixed use, we need to 
think how dense and how mixed it is that we are 
reaching for

• What follows is one interpretation…

On density…



Westfield
Horton Plaza, 
San Diego, 
California
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”Retail is the bottom of the bucket 
in terms of what ambitious architects 
want to work on.”

Jon Jerde
Architect
of Horton Plaza,

San Diego, CA

Malls like the
Westfield 
Horton Plaza
are easy to
ridicule (we 
actually love
to do that), 
but they help
to deliver an
important note … and maybe even give

form to places envisioned
as future optimal light rail
scapes, such as:



http://www.aamulehti.fi/kotimaa/tehdasalueen-uudet-suunnitelmat-tuleeko-tampereesta-suomen-dubai-23479653/
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The first Tampere sub-centre
planned hand in hand with
the LRT construction process



Conclusions

• LRT [and the TOD ideals that support it] are great promises 
to city regions but don’t solve the problems of cooperation 
and coordination among the self-governing municipalities
• The growth of the spatial scale brings increasingly complex elements 

in the regional light rail scape

• The general lack of adherence to TOD principles seen 
around metropolitan regions of the world easily creates 
another layer of issues to be settled among the local 
governments of a city region
• Service networks, business development, and, importantly,

• Land policy & how density with its eventual virtues is understood 



How this difficult, often painful, coordination
on city regions can be enabled, has been –
and remains as – the core BEMINE agenda.

@IKarppi


